Welcome Video
Welcome to day 4 of Around the World in 5 Days! This whole week we are traveling virtually around the world to 5 different countries across 5 different continents. Today, we are traveling to Kenya on the continent Africa. We are ready to learn more about the landscape, food, and games that come from this country.

Video
- Kids learn to greet in Kiswahili

Read Aloud Video
*Mama Panya's Pancakes*
by Mary Chamberlin & Rich Chamberlin, Illustrated by Julia Cairns

Craft Video
*Colorful Collages of the Kenya Landscape*

Video
- Kenya: Samburu Tribe | Are We There Yet?

Snack
*Chapatis*
Credit to Eva Homemade for the tutorial.

Activity Video
*How to Play Shisima: A Kenyan Math Game*
Credit to Angi Vale for the video tutorial.

Extra Educational Videos
- Kenya: Baby Elephants